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A brilliant look at colonialism and its effects in Antigua--by the author of Annie John"If you go to
Antigua as a tourist, this is what you will see. If you come by aeroplane, you will land at the V. C.
Bird International Airport. Vere Cornwall (V. C.) Bird is the Prime Minister of Antigua. You may be
the sort of tourist who would wonder why a Prime Minister would want an airport named after
him--why not a school, why not a hospital, why not some great public monument. You are a
tourist and you have not yet seen . . ."So begins Jamaica Kincaid's expansive essay, which
shows us what we have not yet seen of the ten-by-twelve-mile island in the British West Indies
where she grew up.Lyrical, sardonic, and forthright by turns, in a Swiftian mode, A Small Place
cannot help but amplify our vision of one small place and all that it signifies.

“Ms. Kincaid writes with passion and conviction . . . [with] a poet's understanding of how politics
and history, private and public events, overlap and blur.” ―The New York Times“A jeremiad of
great clarity and force that one might have called torrential were the language not so finely
controlled.” ―Salman Rushdie“A rich and evocative prose that is also both urgent and poetic . . .
Kincaid is a witness to what is happening in our West Indian back yards. And I trust her.” ―Los
Angeles Times Book Review“Kincaid continues to write with a unique, compelling voice that
cannot be found anywhere else. Her small books are worth a pile of thicker--and hollower--ones.”
―San Francisco Chronicle“This is truth, beautifully and powerfully stated . . . In truly lyrical
language that makes you read aloud, [Kincaid] takes you from the dizzying blue of the
Caribbean to the sewage of hotels and clubs where black Antiguans are only allowed to work . . .
Truth, wisdom, insight, outrage, and cutting wit.” ―The Atlanta Journal-Constitution“Wonderful
reading . . . Tells more about the Caribbean in 80 pages than all the guidebooks.” ―The
Philadelphia InquirerAbout the AuthorJamaica Kincaid was born in St. John's, Antigua. Her
books include At the Bottom of the River, Annie John, Lucy, The Autobiography of My Mother,
and My Brother. She lives with her family in Vermont.
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Janet H. Smith, “Exactly as described.. Great condition & shipped quickly.”

Arega Eniyew, “Short, Precise and Honest!. In her book A Small Place the author Jamaica
Kincaid reflects on the debilitating impacts of colonialism and slavery on her people, Antiguans.
The narrator does not tell her audience, which are tourists, about the beauty of Antigua, the
warm and beautiful weather of the country, or the magnificent even about beaches. She
straightforwardly confronts her audience as tourists and informs them about their lack of
awareness of the corrupt political system in the place they are visiting and the people who
suffering consequently from outcomes. She is telling them if they were intelligent enough, they
would not travel the long journey from their land to the place of Antigua in order to build up the
corrupt political system. In this book, the most important themes that the author deals with are
slavery, colonialism, corruption. The country is naturally beautiful and has thriving tourism
industry, however, the underlining problems of corrupt system that was inherited from the slavery
and colonialism, oppresses its citizens. The deep-rooted negative effects of these two brutal and
inhumane systems are still visible in the political and socio economic situations of Antigua. The
leaders are corrupt and work based on nepotism and political affiliations (Kincaid, 72). An
irrefutable example, which the narrator uses, is the presence of Japanese made cars for taxi
drivers. She states the reason why these luxurious and expensive cars are available for the
drivers are because the government mandates their purchases and operations (5-6). These cars
benefit the members of the government, not the people of Antigua. Her second example for the
political corruption is the assignment of the Minister of Culture (46). The irony is that this minister
is also the Minister of Education and Sports who controls all these offices for his advantage. She
believes these offices exist for the purpose of exploitation and abuse, and not for the benefit of
the country. The people of Antigua came out of slavery and colonialism, they still are suffering
and are being abused and exploited by their own government.”

Kanimoli Ramaiah, “A beautiful small place. Jamaica Kincaid nailed it by describing what ailed
Antigua. It was just people, largely those from other continents. Those who came to conquer the
people of the small island. Remove the outsiders and the corrupt Antiguans, you have a great
island nation! Well done, lady!!”

Andrew, “A Jamaica Kincaid must-read. A fantastic read. I loved hearing the shift as Kincaid
goes from a more accusatory tone to a gentler, more nostalgic tone as she discusses Antigua.
This 80 page novel will give you more insight to Antigua than any travel guide ever could. If
you're looking to get into more Jamaica Kincaid, this is a must-read.”

Jacob Hellman, “Kinc-Aid: The Metaphorical Tropical Punch!. A Small Place tells the story of the
island of Antigua through the eyes of its author, Jamaica Kincaid, an Antiguan now living in the



United States. It was originally an essay for The New Yorker, but was rejected, which I guess was
good for Kincaid. We start in second person, with Kincaid narrating the arrival of "you," the
tourist, on the island of Antigua, and all of the wonderful activities - the beach, the food, the hotel
- that you will experience. She then takes a turn towards with the pragmatic, detailing the island's
faults that are unseen to the tourist eye, including but not limited to: the island's lack of proper
sanitation and health care; the collapse of banking and local food production; hotels enforcing
neo-colonialism by training native Antiguans to serve tourists; the corruption of the government,
mostly of Syrian descent...If you liked this review, come read more at my blog: http://wp.me/
p3Aqzs-hz”

The Brixtonian, “Spot On .... This book didn't stop me from visiting Antigua at all, in fact, Jamaica
Kincaid's observations in 'A Small Place' were spot on.When I visited the island before I read her
book, I always had my 'tourist hat on', and was oblivious tothe struggles of the indigenous
population; the corruption that still haunts their politicians; and the failedlegacies that the British
had left behind some time ago.It was only after I had read her book, that everything she had
written, fell into place when I went back to visit again.The majority of cars were still in a much
better state than the homes where people lived, and many of the islandersthat I spoke to were
always complaining about the influx of the Guyanese & the Syrians who were hindering their
ownjob prospects, also, the politicians were still 'ducking & diving' to avoid the smears of
corruption; and not forgettingthe influence of the long departed British is still much in evidence to
this day (you only have to look at thedecaying statues & monuments, and the over reliance on a
judicial system that still prolongs many a murdertrial on this island).An evocative read, but a very
accurate one ...”

Mr. Russell W, “another disco smash !. Sussd records who release the salsoul back catalogue in
the u.k have now branched out to other labels to in the search of great underground disco
releases. This is vol 1,so hopefully vol 2 will be here shortly but anyway fans of the joey negro's
disco spectrum and jumpin series will be pleased with this,although prob not on par with mr
negro's compos and some other disco cd's this has a few unearthed gems worthy of release,top
tracks include tom moultons remix of moment of truth's-so much for love,marta acuna's-dnace
dance dance,claudja barry's-sweet dynamite and johnny and michael hill's-Too hot to stop.
There are a couple of others but a few tracks fall a bit short. I was praying someone would pick
up the disco mantle after mr negro..well it looks like sussd has done just that!!”

Mr. G. Horsewood, “The other side of paradise. This is the side of Antigua that visitors rarely see
or question. Things have improved over recent years but this book makes you think about the
background to some of the remaining ills”

Edward Penning, “All met with the promises. I used it to read.”



Susan Manoe, “Tells you how it is!. Puts all smug tourists, second home owners, sun
worshippers and old colonials firmly in their place. Paints a sad picture of rampant corruption.”

The book by Jamaica Kincaid has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 847 people have provided feedback.
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